. Work Plan and Methodology:

A theoretical analysis will be made to find out the process of knowledge management. A great effort will be taken to get the data about how the organizational library setting up for giving more and more information on KM to their users. Through the LIS Forum Network, list of organizational library having KM culture will be prepared. Help of Directory of Industry will be taken to find the industries with KM culture. Personally I have visited some corporate libraries but found that most of KM culture is in the plant site. Therefore, I will visit some industries where KM culture is going on and which are having library in the plant site. I will make a survey from those visited libraries. I will submit my request and also send my request with the attachment of Survey Questionnaire to librarians and other library professionals.

The study will be conducted in industries based at Mumbai and Pune. Survey will be done for most of the industries with KM culture. Data will be collected from most of those industries. Intend to send and submit 1025 questionnaires. 75-80% response is expected.

Questionnaires will be prepared. Those will be distributed to organizational library where there is KM culture. In questionnaires focus will be given to receive data mainly on role, collection development, problems & process adopted in library where there is knowledge management culture. Methodology will be through:

1. Interview
2. Observations
3. Questionnaires
4. Visiting and Viewing Library record to understand the earlier and present situation of industrial/corporate libraries.

Sampling methods:

1. Random sample will be used in this study population.
2. Selected sample will be given two set of questionnaires.
7. Utility / Importance:

From my research one can get some clues to change the collection development of the organizational library where there is KM culture in the same organization. Librarians may also get how they would manage the KM culture and in which way they have to change to give effective and efficient services to the KM team in their organization.

In short from this study readers may also get benefits to:

1. Understand the importance of KM and the reasons for its current prominence in management thinking.

2. Assess the key processes of libraries to be changed to support KM and how to apply them in practice.

3. Relate existing practices within organization to 'world class' practice, based on insights into the successful implementations of knowledge leaders.

4. Assess which factors contribute to success/failure for the services of industrial library in relation to the knowledge initiatives.

5. Get the idea about the changing role of librarian in relation to KM in organization.